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About This Software

Leadwerks Game Launcher lets you play a variety of creative, experimental, and just plain wacky mini-games made with
Leadwerks Game Engine. Fly a spaceship through an asteroid field, play a round of miniature golf, or ride a lawn mower while

dodging killer cows. It's free and there's a constant supply of new things to try.

With Steam Workshop integration, you can talk directly to the developers and give your feedback for new ideas to be
incorporated into their games. Start a discussion and let the devs know what you liked about their game, what can be improved,

and any new ideas you have to add to their game. Your feedback will help them design their game and create something new
and unique for the Steam community to enjoy.

If you're looking for the latest polished blockbuster AAA game with no rough edges...this isn't it. If you want to try something
off the beaten path, complete with glitches, experimental ideas, unbeatable levels, and a never-ending variety of new things to
do, get Leadwerks Game Launcher. It's free and includes more than 25 mini-games, with new ones being added all the time.

Here are some of the mini-games you can play right now for free:
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Hunt for Food

Asteroids3D

Vectronic

Mini Golf

Beach Roll

The Mower

Cuber

Evaluation Abridged

Castle Defender

The Hankinator's Funhouse

The Hankinator's Phantasmagoria

Slafstraf Horror

Cuber

Nuke

Tunnels of Tarkus

Rise of the Pumpkinheads

The Biodome

One More Day

Lockdown
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Title: Leadwerks Game Launcher
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities, Early Access
Developer:
Leadwerks Software
Publisher:
Leadwerks Software
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2015
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This game is so hard. Very challenging, but in a fair way. Works on Oculus Rift with Touch. Do need roomscale setup.

Sale Price Rating 7\/10. Good deal for $1.49; Normal Price Rating 5\/10.

Note: there are 2 free games on Steam VR that are very similar but this one has the most polish IMHO. Only on the second set
of levels, but this game is pretty relaxing ... I'm just sitting here playing it and watching an episode of The League ... overall
smooth, great with controller and entertaining thus far.. It looks like it was made in 1993

10\/10, would bang. I love this game! It's so addictive!!!

It would be nice if future patches relieved us of the tedium of managing the supply chains, but I suppose that's half the battle!.
warmode is different. it's an okay game but there are some fairly tedious points...
the back-n-forth between scenes to complete puzzles for example. you wander around, picking up stuff (if you manage to figure
out you're supposed to and what, that is) and then trotting back to whatever scene/room you Hope that piece of junk goes to.
there's not a lot to the game aside from that. some puzzles, some ho scenes... but mostly convoluted bits of wandering around
wondering why you had to pick up junk. most of the puzzles are on the lowest end of skill to complete. but those that aren't, oi,
what a pain in the tail feathers. luckily the hints (in the form of crosses for the main character & badges for the briefly played
secondary character) are plentiful if you keep your eyes peeled. some of the puzzles are just annoying to the point of skipping
them just to get a move on.
that's not even touching on the mechanics of the game being off... clicking repeatedly, Hoping to hit it in the "just right" sweet
spot was definitely a tooth grinding experience.
the good points... ah well, there are some. not many but some.
the graphics are solid (if a little on the goth side) and the music doesn't make a person's ears bleed. the voice acting isn't bad.

but there are loads of other games with better Everything that are far more worth the price. so given that pretty much All the
hours/time you see under my belt in playing this was spent grumbling about having to trek back Yet.Again. to some pointless
spot to plug yet another piece of junk haphazardly into what i Hoped was the right spot... i can not recommend this game.
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Hey there, puzzlers!. This game is a trip from start to finish, the visuals are amazing. I don't have a Vive yet, but plan to soon.
One of the developers of the game was kind enough to let me play the game on his personal setup. It was awesome. Controls are
great and it's really easy to get immersed in the game. If you have a Vive, pick this game up!. A good example of a properly
executed room escape game genre in VR. The puzzles aren't overly difficult, but like somebody else mentioned, there are a lot
of useless objects that act as distraction. There are hints available in case you get stuck, but if you really looked through
everything around you, the solution should be obvious. Worth the purchase price.. Although the reviews are divided on this
game I give this game a positive review.
It is a topdown shooter in which you as a seal team 12 member have to stop GOD. The levels are linear and the enemies
definitely not the most difficult I've ever seen in a game. However everything works and no bugs make it a nice little game to
shoot a bit around in. The story, as seen by the name of your main enemy ;), is not to be taken too seriously with its over the top
writing but is at least coherent.
Don't expect to play it for many hours but in the end for the \u20ac0,98 that I picked this up it is well worth its money.
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